Dear Mrs. & Mr. Vasulka,

we are planning to revise the catalogue of our video-collection. Therefore we would like you to send us some biographical notes concerning the last 10 years and also some information giving a short profile of your artistic work in general. The last edition of our catalogue was in 1991. Additionally, we would be pleased to get some articles about your work, perhaps even a catalogue of yours for our reference library.

In addition to a new catalogue we are planning to put the dates of our collection into the internet.

With kind regards,

[Signature]
Jo Eckhardt
(Video-Forum)
Dear Steina,

could you please be so kind to send me a notice, which day you intend to come to Karlsruhe for the video-forum, thereupon I can prepare the showing of your work and Woody's as well.

I've got an invitation of Goethe Institute Madrid to join the Video-Arco with four of my students from 10th to 18th of February '93.

Dear Woody,

is there any chance to get 2 excerpts out of your art work (max. 4 min. each) for a special issue on Praha on VAMP, video art magazine berlin, my monthly program in Berlin cable television. There is an approaching to funding you, therefore I always have to ask friends and colleagues to promote this independent initiative.

This magazine is also supported by the ZKM and 'Videokunst Multimedia Berlin e.V.', an association of video artists from Berlin. The copyright remains to the author, this magazine will be screened twice but just in Berlin.

Please let me know when you'll arrive in Frankfurt and whether you can support my favourite magazine in town.

My private fax no.: 07243 - 695 90.

thank you very much and see you soon

liebe Grüße,  
[Signature]